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While Debu rushes to the doctor, Lakshya and the group play a Hindi tune, eventually losing the first round. Since the athletes
are now under the supervision of a doctor, they still finish playing, even getting injured in the process. In the second round, he

again loses to Kumar, as he plays strong, and there neither Lakshya nor Koharr can score more than one point. Then they decide
to gather all their strength into a fist and still go to the finals, but win! The fourth round got even stronger, so that even Kumar

himself gives up for the third round, and Lakshyu and with his help manage to win the eighth round! It was the end of the eighth
season, the fifth year, the 2017-18 season. This season, there were map competitions that did not need to be divided into two
parts. Here Lakshyam managed to win again, this time at the highest level - 10 million yen. In the final, they decided to play

poker, but with the most topics. Lakshyami lost to the latter, and Kumar was put ahead by Lakshyai. At the same time, he could
not win, so there were only twelve of them left at the beginning, and at the end of the ninth round, Lakshyar won the final duel.
But this time he loses to the second, so he has only two participants left. And also loses, and with a clear advantage, Lakshyay

Kumara, who becomes the champion for the first time! "Camel team" (2018) watch online In the center of the plot is an
ordinary guy named Kumari, who was previously a successful hockey player and really wanted to be noticed. On the day of the
Cricket World Cup final, he tried to get through to the game, but was not allowed through. The next day, he learned that a shot
to the lower part of his body was counted on the field. So he was counted as a defeat of the game, and was not even allowed to

continue, and the players received a warning. This made the guy very angry, and he decided to take revenge by organizing a
team and playing the game. It was the largest team, consisting of 11 people. Only Kumri himself was at the head of them, he
acted both as a player and as a coach, as well as as a referee. The guy began to be invited to different matches. As a result, he

became famous and even starred in the movie "Riders of Deer Paradise". Among his team were people like Hiroshi Ha
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